Objectives: After being a solid method of measuring consciousness for decades,the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) was offered to be replaced with a better option: The Full Outline of Unresponsiveness (FOUR) score, which several studies later confirmed to be superior due to its independence from verbal response and ability to consider brain stem reflexes. In this study, we decided to compare the two scales in the prognosis of stroke, which has never been conducted before. Patients and Methods: We conducted both methods on 150 stroke patients during admission to the emergency service and assessed them during a 3-month follow-up after discharge. Results: The type of stroke was 80% ischemic and 20% hemorrhagic. 55.3% survived after a 3-month follow-up. The FOUR score had a significant converse relation with hospitalization, a relation with the GCS lacked. The FOUR score also had a stronger correlation with the outcome of stroke than the GCS. Additionally, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve showed greater sensitivity and specificity in the FOUR score in the prognoses of stroke patients. Conclusion: We recommend using the FOUR score as the first priority.
INTRODUCTION
Stroke is the third most common cause of disability and the second most common cause of death worldwide. This condition can cause a wide variety of symptoms, one of which is loss of consciousness. Any neural damage due to hypoxia of a cerebrovascular accident can reduce the level of consciousness. There exist variable tools for measurement and assessment of consciousness [1] .The Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) has still remained as a common and simple method that is used in several health care centers, even the small ones, and can be provided easily by all clinicians, even general practitioners. It is scored by three items: eye opening, motor response and verbal response [2] . There is also another scale for evaluating the level of consciousness. The Full Outline of UnResponsiveness (FOUR) score has recently gained attention, which is composed of four clinically distinct categories of evaluation: eye reaction, motor function, brainstem reflexes and the respiratory pattern [3] . This scale has demonstrated superiorities to the GCS, leading clinicians to utilize it for more confidence and accuracy [4] . Discovering the prognosis of stroke in different patients at initial moments can help the doctors to make a reliable decision and perform an appropriate management [5, 6] . Different factors influence the prognosis of stroke and finding scales that show outcomes of patients with the most simple and fast way and highest possible accuracy is a challenge these days. Several studies have been performed to evaluate the prognosis of stroke and outcomes due to initial onsets and several scales used for this purpose. In this study, we investigate using the GCS and FOUR score versus the other tools and also compare each other in order to evaluate the loss of consciousness due to stroke, and predict the outcomes of stroke by these scales, seeking to further assess the superiority of the FOUR score relative to the GCS.
PATIENTS and METHODS

Study Design
In this cross-sectional study, after receiving approval ( approval number: 5 
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The FOUR Score is more efficient in the prognosis of stroke Original Article criteria were established as follows: Inclusion criteria: all patients with signs of stroke attending the emergency department between April 2013 and March 2014. All of these patients underwent biomedical imaging after being included in the study and the diagnosis was established in all cases. Exclusion criteria: patients with serum electrolyte disorders, patients with any abnormalities in blood glucose level, patients with diagnoses apart from stroke, patients who received anesthesia, neuromuscular blockers, any sedative agents such as : midazolam, morphine, fentanyl, sufentanil, pancuronium bromide, atracurium besylate, propofol, within the past 48 hours, patients with hearing impairment and/or muteness were excluded.
Implementation
The sample size was calculated by the Morgan's Table, requiring 384 patients in a citywide population of 1.5 million with a 5% Margin of Error. All the patients were randomly selected. The patients' next of kin obtained written assurances of information confidentiality and provided consent with the study. The patients were assessed during the first hours after admission to the emergency room. Emergency specialists were the investigators who performed the assessment during admission and before examining the patients. All emergency specialists were re-educated of the procedures of calculation and the criteria of inclusion and exclusion. The physicians graded the patients, according to both the GCS and FOUR score at the time of arrival, and evaluated the patients' levels of consciousness. The demographics and other information recorded for each patient were as follows: age, sex, the FOUR score and the GCS score at the time of arrival and date of discharge, prognosis of each patient according to the modified Rankin Scale (MRS), which was used to measure the degree of disability in patients who have had a stroke and included morbidity, duration of hospitalization and mortality during discharge from the emergency department. All the patients were followed up according to the mRS questionnaire, which continued for three months. Forty-four patients were missed during the follow-up. Additionally, adjusted regression models were calculated for possible confounders; and the mRS and/or the incidence of death were noted as well.
Statistical analysis
Eventually, the relation between the GCS and FOUR scores at the time of arrival was reviewed and compared with the prognosis and outcome during discharge according to the mRS. The data was collected and analysed using the SPSS software version 21.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). A discriptive study was run for demographic data (mean, mode, median) and the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) was used in order to find associations between the prognoses, mean hospital durations, mRS and each rating scale. The p-value below 0.05 was considered meaningful.
RESULTS
A total of 150 patients participated in the study: 66 males (44%) and 84 females (56%). The mean age was 69.79 ± 1.11 (Min=21, Max=91). The type of stroke was ischemic in 120 patients (80%) and hemorrhagic in the remaining 30 (20%). The means of the FOUR score and the GCS at arrival time were 13.92 ± 0.23 (Min=3, Max=16) and 11.73 ± 0.25 (min=3, max=13), respectively. The mean duration of hospitalization was 14.95 ± 1.52 days (Min=1, Max=110). Forty-five patients (30%) died in hospital, 22 patients (14.7%) died after discharge and 83 patients (55.3%) survived after a 3-month follow-up. The results of the GCS and FOUR score at arrival, the MRS score at discharge and after the follow-up are provided in Tables I and II . The FOUR score of the stroke patients had a significant converse association with hospitalization (p-value=0.01, PCC =-0.2). However, the GSC of the stroke patients had no significant association with hospitalization (p-value =0.1, PCC =-0.13). The results of the ROC curve ( Figure 1) for investigating sensitivity and specificity of the GCS and FOUR scores in the prognoses of the patients showed a significant relation between the FOUR scores and the prognosis : cut off point=9.5, sensitivity=100%, specificity=82.1%, and curved surface=-0.84 (p-value < 0.001). In addition, it showed a significant relation between the GCS and the prognosis: cut off point=10.5, sensitivity =85.5%, specificity= 68.2% and curved surface=-0.81 (p-value < 0.001).
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DISCUSSION
The GCS is the procedure of scoring by eye opening, motor response and verbal response and the FOUR score consists of eye reaction, motor function, brainstem reflexes and the respiratory pattern. The GCS is a simple and quickly computable method. Although, it is used widely in hospitals as a standard scale for scoring the level of consciousness [7, 8] , it has defects and limitations: 1. A very important question is whether it is beneficial to use the verbal response for evaluating level of consciousness. The verbal response is investigated according to orientation in time and place, and requires a complete orientation in order to achieve the full score. But, is it necessary to be completely oriented to time and space to be considered a conscious person? We believe that confusion or stimulation or even fear or emotional stress can reduce the score of level of consciousness in the GCS evaluating. There are also other situations where a patient with no or little verbal response can lose score in measuring level of consciousness such as aphasia due to stroke. In addition, calculating the GCS score in intubated patients is more difficult than calculating the FOUR score. Hence, the latter is more appropriate in intubated patients and in Intensive Care Units (ICUs) [9, 10] . 2. Another important point is that the GCS lacks the ability to evaluate brain stem reflexes and eye movements or complicated motor responses. Versus, the FOUR score can evaluate brain stem and pons reflexes and yield beneficial information about their situation [11, 12] . In the recent years, several studies had pointed the defects of the GCS [12, 13] . Considering these limitations, the FOUR score is at a higher level. It is not dependant on verbal response while it utilizes brainstem reflexes. The FOUR score can have a poor prognosis on brain death but it can differentiate the locked-in syndrome from a coma. Not only is it as easy as the GCS to utilize, but can also be used at ICUs, and thus has a wider range of usability, higher accuracy and more reliability. It has four items each ranging from 0 to 4 (Table III) , whereas the GCS has three items, having 4-6 scores (Table IV) . Therefore, calculation is easier in the FOUR score, reducing the probability of errors as a result [14, 15] . 
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We performed this study to determine a simple and fast way to make the prognosis of stroke patients and able to guide physicians to make suitable decisions. Determination of the outcome of stroke patients by the GCS or FOUR score is a new study that has never conducted before; and it provided us with a significant relation and showed its reliability. The outcomes of stroke patients were scored by the MRS (Table V) at the time of discharge and 3 months later, showing not only a good correlation between the GCS and the MRS, but also a high prognostic value of the FOUR score in patients with cerebrovascular attacks. Moreover, using this new coma scale might overwhelm the limitations of the GCS at the time of admission to an emergency department. It has also demonstrated advantages at evaluation immediately after cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). 0=No symptoms at all 1=Significant disability notwithstanding symptoms; able to carry out all usual duties and activities 2=Slight disability; unable to carry out all previous activities, but able to run one's own affairs without assistance 3=Moderate disability; requiring some help, but able to walk without assistance 4=Moderately severe disability; unable to walk without assistance and unable to attend to own bodily needs without assistance 5=Severe disability; bedridden, incontinent and requiring constant nursing care and attention 6= Deceased According to our results, both of the scales were equally useful in long-term prediction of the clinical condition, evaluated by the mRS. The FOUR score and the MRS demonstrated an inverse correlation which was even stronger than that between the GCS and MRS (-0. 84 vs. -0.81; p <0.001). Wijdicks et al., studied the reliability of the FOUR score for the first time [14] . They have demonstrated that the FOUR score can provide more neurologic information, such as brainstem abnormalities, breathing disorder or brain herniation. The FOUR score and the MRS showed an inverse correlation which was even stronger than that between the GCS and MRS (-0. 547 vs. -0.514; p <0.001). A similar difference of correlation was also seen after the three-month follow up (-0.509 vs. -0.486). Besides, in patients with stroke, it is capable of detecting the locked-in syndrome. Kocak et al., have investigated the predictive validity of the FOUR score in acute stroke patients in ICU [3] . The follow-up study of the admitted patients favoured our results. Our findings support the hypothesis that the FOUR score could be regarded superior to the GCS in assessing the prognosis and level of consciousness in patients with acute stroke. Saika et al., studied on 138 patients in 2015 to investigate the prediction validity of the GCS and FOUR score in patients with brain injury [16] . The mean score of GCS and FOUR was 9.5 (3-11) and 11 (0-16), respectively. The data showed that the mean GCS and FOUR score finding were significantly lower in expired patients. The FOUR score had a cut off point of 7. 97% sensitivity, 97.5% specificity and a minister curved surface of -0.97. The GCS had a cut off point of 6.98.3% sensitivity, 82.4% specificity and a minister curved surface of -0.95. Hence, they mentioned that one could use both the GSC and FOUR score to predict the outcome of brain injuries. Sadaka et al., performed a study on 51 patients in 2011 and distinguished a significant relation between the two scales and the prognoses determined by the MRS in brain injuries [9] . In this study, the minister curved surface that showed hospital mortality was equal to 0.93 for the FOUR score and 0.89 for the GCS. In addition, the minister curved surface for mortality after 3-6 months was equal to 0.85 for the FOUR score and 0.83 for the GCS. Authors pointed that the FOUR score had supremacy to the GCS at predicting the outcome of brain injuries. There exist several other studies that show the validity of the FOUR score in predicting different brain injuries and its superiority to the GCS. Recently, Stead et al., Iyer et al. and Bruno et al., reported similar results along with others and our results are in line with these observations [12, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . We have also demonstrated an improvement in the function of the patients, corresponding to a decrease in the follow-up MRS, with a promotion in both the GCS and FOUR score grading. These results may be descriptive of the therapeutic utility in patients with acute stroke. In terms of distinction of the ischemic or hemorrhagic type of stroke, our results were unable to show a significant correlation with the MRS. It would thus be preferable to combine these prognostic indicators in a model with other components of stroke if they were to be used in patient management. The follow-up period was relatively short in our study. We suggest further studies with larger samples and longer follow-ups. Both the FOUR score and the GCS are appropriate scales for evaluating level of consciousness in stroke patients and in addition, both have a significant relation with prognoses of stroke patients at the time of discharge and the follow-up. As a result, the GCS and FOUR score are useful predictors of the outcome of stroke and can help physicians to make decisions on patient management during initial hours. Because of the limitations of the GCS due to dependence on verbal response and failure to consider brainstem reflexes, and additionally a stronger significant correlation between the FOUR score and the outcome of stroke according to the MRS, and also a significant association between the FOUR score and hospitalization in our study, we suggest utilizing the FOUR score instead of the GCS. The FOUR score is a reliable and valuable scale in predicting prognosis in patients wth stroke.
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